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Abstract: In recent years, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) has been increasingly utilized to
estimate forest resources. This study was conducted to identify the applicability of a LiDAR sensor
for such estimations by comparing data on a tree’s position, height, and diameter at breast height
(DBH) obtained using the sensor with those by existing forest inventory methods for a Cryptomeria
japonica forest in Jeju Island, South Korea. For this purpose, a backpack personal laser scanning device
(BPLS, Greenvalley International, Model D50) was employed in a protected forest, where cutting is
not allowed, as a non-invasive means, simultaneously assessing the device’s field applicability. The
data collected by the sensor were divided into seven different pathway variations, or “patterns” to
consider the density of the sample plots and enhance the efficiency. The accuracy of estimating the
variables of each tree was then assessed. The time spent acquiring and processing real-time data was
also analyzed for each method, as well as total time and the time required for each measurement. The
findings showed that the rate of detection of standing trees by LiDAR was 100%. Additionally, a high
statistical accuracy was observed in pattern 5 (DBH: RMSE 1.22 cm, bias—0.90 cm, Height: RMSE
1.66 m, bias—1.18 m) and pattern 7 (DBH: RMSE 1.22 cm, bias—0.92 cm, Height: RMSE 1.48 m, bias—
1.23 m) compared to the results from the typical inventory method. A range of 115–162.5 min/ha
was required to process the data using the LiDAR, while 322.5–567.5 min was required for the typical
inventory method. Thus, the application of a backpack personal LiDAR can lead to higher efficiency
when conducting a forest resource inventory in a coniferous plantation with understory vegetation.
Further research in various stands is necessary to confirm the efficiency of using backpack personal
laser scanning.
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1. Introduction

Forest resource surveys are conducted to gather data for forest management decision-
making by understanding the current state of forest resources. In forest management,
an accurate estimation of the key forest variables is essential, namely, the diameter at
breast height (DBH) and height. In general, forest resource surveys conducted in a wide
range of regions are time-consuming and labor-intensive, making traditional field survey
methods that manually measure each stand property inefficient [1]. Laser scanning (LS)
technology is drawing much attention lately as an alternative method to improve the
efficiency. Traditional methods to measure forest resources tend to produce a larger error
margin, depending on the observer, thus causing a decrease in the overall accuracy. LS
technology, however, is capable of producing high accuracy output consistently and is an
environmentally friendly alternative to monitoring forests due to its non-invasive nature.
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Much effort has been made by many scholars and research organizations to develop ways
to apply this technology to forest surveys [2–4].

Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) techniques provide a three-dimensional (3D)
point cloud that contains tens of points for the objects of interest. Collecting 3D structural
information is key to digital forest resource research [5]. In forests, airborne laser scanners
(ALS) and terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are mainly used. In the forest sector, ALS can be
utilized to identify several structural characteristics of forests by placing LiDAR sensors
on an aircraft to scan forests from above. However, such methods pose challenges in
distinguishing the crowns of individual trees, along with restrictions on the acquisition
of ground data, such as DBH and understory vegetation, which are essential factors in
forest resource surveys. TLS is mainly used to measure the surrounding environment by
installing LiDAR equipment on the tripod. This device acquires a range of 300,000–2 million
points/s and has a higher density point cloud than ALS. It was not until the early 2000s
that the study of the feasibility of TLS for forest monitoring began [6,7]. Furthermore,
the development of computer hardware (CPU and GPU) and continuous improvement
in algorithms have proven effective since the late 2000s to obtain detailed information
on stand properties employing point clouds in forests [8,9]. TLS can be used to precisely
acquire information from the top to the bottom of a tree. Data acquisition using TLS is
generally performed in two ways: single scan (SS), a method to scan only once at the
center of a sample point, and multi-scan (MS), a method to scan both from the center
and inside and outside of a sample point. Furthermore, in TLS, the data occlusion effect,
i.e., the inability to scan stems, branches, and leaves owing to objects blocking them, is a
major limitation of using LiDAR equipment in forests [10]. While swift data acquisition is
allowed by SS, the accuracy of the data tends to be poor owing to high occlusion effects,
omission, and commission errors. Existing studies have shown that 10–32% of all trees
in the standard sheet are not scanned in the center of the standard sheet because they
are covered by another tree close to the LiDAR [11–13]. Conversely, MS is superior to SS
regarding the accuracy of data acquisition, but because forests are heavily influenced by
the surrounding environment, data obtained by MS are difficult to aggregate and take
longer to process. While MS is necessary to acquire accurate data, there is also a lack of a
proper software for high-density point cloud processing [1,9].

Mobile laser scanning (MLS) has recently been employed to compensate for the
shortcomings of TLS. MLS can not only be attached to vehicles and drones but can also be
carried by hand, which is known as personal laser scanning (PLS). Depending on how the
device is handled, PLS devices are divided into two categories: handheld laser scanning
(HMLS) and backpack personal laser scanning (BPLS). The introduction of PLS began in
2013, and the initial equipment weighed approximately 30 kg, thus limiting the mobility
in forests [14]. However, in 2014, PLS started to be widely applied to forest surveys,
owing to modifications that resulted in reduced the weight of the equipment and enhanced
portability [4,15].

The equipment used in this study is a BPLS based on simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM), a concept utilized to solve the problem of no Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) signal in forests or signal failure under the crown. BPLS also allows
real-time data visualization by connecting smartphones or tablets through the scanner’s
Wi-Fi interface to collect on-site data from mobile devices. BPLS is an equipment that can
improve the detection efficiency compared to existing field measurement methods and
supplement limitations such as the low mobility and data convergence of TLS. However,
existing research on BPLS is focused primarily on determining the DBH and tree detection
rates [16–18].

It is widely recognized that the forest sector has suffered from the lack of labor
force because of arduous work and relatively low incomes. This implies a need to utilize
technologies. Thus, with the introduction of LS technology, studies have been conducted
on the field applicability of BPLS to address these issues. In addition, since this research
using BPLS is unprecedented in South Korea, this study was conducted in a well-managed
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plantation with little understory vegetation to acquire basic data that will facilitate future
case studies. The purpose of this study is to select the best data collection pattern for
forest surveys in standard land units through BPLS and to estimate existing detection rates
and stand variables. It also introduces methods for an efficient forest resource survey by
accurately and conveniently estimating DBH and height in a forest survey using BPLS.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

To evaluate the applicability of a sample point forest survey using BPLS, this study
was performed at Saryeoni Forest, a Cryptomeria japonica plantation located in Jeju-do, South
Korea. Low in understory vegetation distribution, the Saryeoni Forest has the coordinates
33◦23′31.8′′ N, 126◦40′17.8′′ E (lat: 33.39216667, long: 126.6716111) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Location of study area in Jeju Island, South Korea.

2.2. Data Collection Field Survey and Using BPLS

Data collection was conducted in June 2020. The sampling plot was a square (20 m× 20 m)
of 0.04 ha and was divided into four according to stand density. The details of the sample
points are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Geographical characteristics per plot of study area.

Plot No. Plot Size [ha] Altitude [m] Slope [◦] Wind Speed
[m/s]

1

0.04

455 3 3
2 451 2 1
3 448 2 4
4 436 2 5

A field survey was conducted using Hagröf’s Vertex Laser Geo (Haglöf Sweden AB,
Långsele, Sweden) [19], a traditional forest survey equipment, and DBH was measured
using a steel tape (Table 2).
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Table 2. Summary of statistics for sample trees in each sample plot.

Plot No. Variable Number
of Trees

Mean
Std.

Min MaxDev.

1
DBH (cm)

43
30.7 6.3 16.3 43.4

Height (m) 20.7 1.0 16.9 23.1

2
DBH (cm)

36
33.6 5.1 22.4 44

Height (m) 20.2 1.0 18.1 24.5

3
DBH (cm)

52
27.5 5.3 16.5 39

Height (m) 19.2 1.2 16.8 22.2

4
DBH (cm)

26
37.8 6.1 28 50.2

Height (m) 18.8 2.4 9.5 21.3

The method using laser scanning is influenced by the weather. Rain and snow affect
the scattering properties of pulses, and especially wind can cause crowns to move, pro-
ducing outliers in the point cloud. Seidel et al. [20] recommended scanning within 5 m/s
of wind speed. In this study, the average wind speed between the tasks was investigated
using Kestrel3000 (Kestrel, Boothwyn, PA, USA). Scanning was then performed under the
conditions where wind speed was less than 5 m/s, thus implying that the impact of wind
was not significant in this paper.

The BPLS device used was the Green Valley International’s model Libackpack D50
(California, USA) [21] with the following specifications (Table 3).

Table 3. Technical specifications of the backpack personal laser scanning device (BPLS, Liback-
pack D50).

Specifications

Laser Sensor Velodyne VLP-16 × 2
LiDAR Accuracy ±3 cm

Scan Range 100 m
Weight 8.8 kg without battery

Scan Rate 600,000 pts/s

The D50 has two laser scanners mounted on the backpack vertically and horizontally;
thus, the main scanner collects data horizontally, while the secondary scanner collects data
vertically, making it easier to acquire data (Figure 2). As no data collection process via a
BPLS is present, the data acquisition method was set to seven patterns considering the
density of the sample points and the work efficiency. Using the BPLS, a user delineates
pattern 1 by walking along the boundaries of the plot in an attempt to minimize blind spots.
An additional diagonal path or paths were added to pattern 1 in patterns 2 and 3. To study
the effect of scan density on the accuracy, 5–10 m interval paths were set for patterns 4–7.
Patterns 5 and 7 were formed by combining pattern 1 with various scan density patterns to
determine the necessity of path closure and its effect on LiDAR data accuracy (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Survey paths used for scans with backpack personal laser scanning (BPLS) device. Walking
along the plotline (pattern 1), a diagonal path added to pattern 1 (pattern 2), two diagonal lines added
to pattern 1 (pattern 3), walking back and forth along straight lines at the interval of 5 m (pattern 4), a
combination of pattern 1 and pattern 4 (pattern 5), walking back and forth along straight lines at the
interval of 10 m (pattern 6), and a combination of pattern 1 and pattern 6 (7).

2.3. Comparison of BPLS Measurements and Field Survey Methods
2.3.1. Performance Measurement (Time Study)

The forest survey was divided into field work carried out at the site and office work in
the laboratory. The field survey was conducted by a group of three researchers, one of them
was a recorder. Another researcher measured DBH values, while height was estimated by
the third researcher. A backpack-typed LiDAR scan, on the other hand, was conducted by
one person (Table 4). To analyze the overall work time, a stopwatch was used to measure
the time spent on the field survey and acquiring a pattern-specific point cloud. There
was no difference in the time spent segmenting in both the field survey and the LiDAR
survey. The on-site inspection conducted a survey on the time spent by filling out the field
information in Excel. The data were investigated with respect to the time per component
task and the overall time spent on being analyzed by the LiDAR360 software program [22].

Table 4. Survey methods categorized by tools.

Survey Method Total Time Elapsed
Field Work Office Work

Traditional field survey
Plot extraction

Height estimation
DBH estimation

Digitization of field
measurement

BPLS Plot estimation
point cloud acquisition

Variable extraction using
point cloud

2.3.2. Data Processing Using BPLS Survey Data

Each plot was divided so that it became clear where point clouds collected by the
BPLS were present and where a specific moving path was set. Outliers caused by laser
pulses with multiple paths were eliminated using a function to remove outliers and the
noise filter of the LiDAR360 software was used to enhance the quality of the data. Point
clouds were classified into aboveground and ground parts by utilizing a triangulated
irregular network algorithm (TIN) after the outliers were removed. Standing trees were
then identified through a comparative shortest-path algorithm (CSP) which was used for
space clustering. Next, the DBH value was then estimated by extracting a 10 cm-long
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slice at 1.2 m of the identified stem [23]. A point cloud is a set of data points that have
their own x, y, and z coordinates. Once individual trees were identified, the height can be
estimated by the difference between the point clouds found in the top and the bottom of the
tree. In other words, the height was calculated using the z coordinates of the point clouds.
The efficiency of processing data with an enormous number of point clouds depends on
the specifications of a computer because of the immense quantity of data. The major
specifications of the workstation employed in this research are CPU Xeon (R) E5-1620 V3
3.50 GHz, RAM 128 GB, GPU NVIDIA Quadro K1200, and Windows 10 (64-bits) as the
operating system.

• The work at the office using a BPLS is defined as the following:

1. Plot extraction—extracting only points within a sample point (20 m × 20 m) of
the entire point cloud.

2. Noise filtering—removing outliers caused by multipath effects of laser pulses
from the data Tasks to improve quality.

3. Ground point classification—the task of separating terrain using the triangulated
irregular network (TIN) algorithm.

4. Attribute allocation—tasks that give each point cloud a property value for (e.g.,
entry, understory vegetation, buildings, etc.).

5. Stem extraction—extracting stands using the CSP algorithm.

2.4. Accuracy Assessment

DBH and height estimated by BPLS were evaluated using root mean square error
(RMSE), RMSE%, bias, and bias%. RMSE is a value used to check the precision by ex-
amining the difference between measurements and estimates from the center, and bias is
used to determine the degree of overestimation or underestimation of estimates relative to
measurements. This is a commonly used measure when dealing with differences between
estimates and measurements, and the closer to zero the value is, the higher its determined
quality. In this study, the field data were set as the reference value, with the BPLS data
evaluated by setting it as an estimated value (Table 5).

Table 5. Accuracy of BPLS and field measurements.

Statistics Equation

Bias
n
∑

i=1
(xi − x̂i)/n

Bias% Bias
xi
× 100%

Root mean square error(RMSE)
√

n
∑

i=1

(xi−x̂i)
2

n

RMSE% RMSE
xi
× 100%

Where xi , x̂i , xi = measurements (BPLS), reference value (field survey), and mean of the reference
(field survey), value. n = the number of trees.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stem Mapping Results

A total of 157 trees were present in the sample plots. The point cloud data obtained
with D50 displayed a 100% detection rate from the four sample plots. BPLS is a device that
allows a user to acquire terrain and tree information while walking, without being affected
by the occlusion effect. Previous studies have noted that the mapping process using LS
technology (ALS, TLS, MLS, and PLS) is heavily affected by the stand density [4]. Stand
density in a given sample plot appeared to be inversely proportional to the detection rate.
Chen et al. [4] utilized a ZEB-REVO-RT, a PLS device with high mobility, in Chinese pine
and birch plots with a density of 1100/ha, and attained a detection rate of 90.9%, 9.1%
short of 100%. Oveland et al. [24] used TLS, MLS, and BPLS and obtained the highest rate
of 87.5% during surveys in five different sample plots with varying stand densities (from
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380 to 1380/ha). Bauwens et al. [10] utilized FARO Focus 3D, a TLS, and ZEB1, an MLS,
to examine eight different deciduous and coniferous plots with different stand densities
(113–1344/ha) and attained average detection rates of 42% and 91% for FARO and ZEB1,
respectively. Hyyppä et al. [25] analyzed the detection performance by using a BPLS in
the Finnish tundra and obtained 95% and 84% detection rates for low and high understory
vegetation plots, respectively.

Compared to the results of existing studies, the device used in this study displayed
marginally higher performance. This improvement is attributed to the low slope and
little understory vegetation. The enhanced performance can also be explained by the data
collection using BPLS being considered more efficient with a relatively large DBH with
a low stand density. Moreover, when compared with TLS and MLS, the BPLS is more
competent in surveying tree stems in forests.

3.2. Comparison of DBH and Height Measurements between BPLS and Field Survey Methods

The test statistics values obtained by comparing the DBH and height data are presented
in Table 6.

Table 6. Comparison and accuracy assessment of values between two survey methods (DBH, Height).

Pattern

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DBH [cm]

RMSE 1.40 1.36 1.28 1.24 1.22 1.29 1.23
RMSE% 6.04 5.48 5.58 5.25 5.25 5.25 4.69

Bias −1.03 −1.06 −0.90 −0.87 −0.90 −0.95 −0.92
Bias% −5.07 −4.59 −4.80 −4.61 −3.75 −4.58 −3.92

Height [m]

RMSE 1.93 1.75 1.8 1.69 1.66 1.65 1.48
RMSE% 7.19 6.98 6.55 6.38 6.24 6.63 6.3

Bias −1.61 −1.47 −1.55 −1.45 −1.18 −1.44 −1.23
Bias% −5.31 −5.42 −4.63 −4.46 −4.62 −4.85 −4.73

For DBH, the RMSE ranged from 1.22 to 1.40 cm, RMSE% from 4.69% to 6.04%, bias
from −1.06 to −0.87 cm, and bias% from −5.07% to −3.75%. Overall, the estimation using
the traditional field survey method and BPLS revealed high compatibility. For bias and
bias%, the values tended to be negative. A stem is shaped more of an oval than a circle
because of the irregular shapes of stems and bark. Measurements of DBH using BPLS are
deemed different because its algorithm estimates the exact circle by taking only the 1.2 m
point cloud from the surface. Korea’s forest management plan accepts RMSE values within
a range of ±2 cm, and since the acquired RMSE values in this study were in the range of
1.22 to −1.40 cm, the results of this study are significant and warrant inclusion in a future
forest management plan.

The results of this study are included in the DBH measurement using LiDAR, in which
Liang et al. [26] indicated that RMSE% in visible forests is allowed in the range of 5–10%.
Compared with prior research results, Oveland et al. [24] compared the efficacy of three
different equipment: TLS, HMLS, and BPLS. The results were as follows: RMSE of 6.2
cm and RMSE% of 28.6% for TLS, RMSE of 3.1 cm and RMSE% of 14.3% for HMLS, and
RMSE of 2.2 cm and RMSE% of 9.1% for BPLS. Furthermore, when DBH was estimated
using MLS and PLS, the DBH was measured at a significantly higher level than the results
of bias% ranging between −2 and −5%, and RMSE% ranging between 8 and 29% [27,28].
Conversely, the results of this study are significantly higher.

The height was between 1.48 and 1.93 m for RMSE, 6.24% to 7.19% for RMSE%,
−1.61 m to−1.18 m for bias, and−5.42% to−4.46% for bias%. Overall, a high accuracy was
obtained, however, not as precise as that of the DBH. Estimating the height by observing
the top of the stand using TLS data has been studied for many standard sites using multiple
scanning equipment [29,30]. Bauwens et al. [10] also reported that most laser signals have
difficulty obtaining a height of 15–20 m. Huang et al. [29] acquired an MS method using
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TLS at RMSE 0.8 m and bias −0.3 m, and Liang and Hyyppä [31] at RMSE 2.04–6.53 m,
RMSE% 12.47–34.11%, and bias 1.16–2.11 m. Del Perugia et al. [18] used HMLS according
to scan density to investigate different scan densities of 10 m and 15 m for stands of less
than 15 m in a plot at 10 m intervals (RMSE 0.67 m, RMSE% 6.52%, and bias 0.17 m) and
15 m intervals (RMSE 0.82 m, RMSE% 7.78%, and bias 0.44 m).

As for estimating the height, the LS technology is less accurate than the DBH estima-
tion because the technology using vertices is more sensitive to the user, stand conditions,
stem width, and species [32]. Conversely, it is more difficult to directly estimate the height
in a dense forest because the surrounding stands may block the view. The height measure-
ments using LS equipment displayed that the top of the stand was undervalued compared
to that in the field survey method, and much of the top portion of the stand data could not
be acquired (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Tree extraction using LiDAR360 software.

Upon comparing the DBH and height values by pattern, it was observed that the
patterns displayed high overall accuracy, while patterns 5 and 7 achieved the highest
accuracy. This is attributed to the fact that patterns 5 and 7 require longer distances
traveled during forest surveys, and the number of points acquired is larger than in the
other patterns. Additionally, the accuracy of BPLS appears to have been improved because
it is close to match the start and endpoints of the survey plot, unlike pattern 4 (5 m intervals)
and pattern 6 (10 m intervals) set at the same interval.

3.3. BPLS Estimation and Field Survey Method Efficiency Comparison

The entire survey time was recorded to analyze the efficiency of each survey method.
Both methods were applied to the same plots (20 m × 20 m), and the time to extract the
individual stands was recorded after dividing them into field and office works. The time
required for data acquisition by the two methods is presented in Tables 7 and 8.
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Table 7. The amount of the time elapsed on patterns and the number of point clouds acquired.

Pattern
Area
[m2]

Distances
Traveled [m]

Time Consumption [min.s]
Total Point
Cloud [n]

Efficiency by the
Distance Covered Per

Minute
[m/min]

Efficiency by the
Area Covered Per
Minute [m2/min]Survey Processing Total

Times

(A) (B) (C) (D) = (B)/(C) (E) = (A)/(C)

1

400

80 04:11 10:20 14:32 4,292,798 5.50 27.51
2 108.3 04:40 12:04 16:44 5,755,082 6.47 23.89
3 136.6 03:47 14:13 18:01 7,942,039 6.82 19.98
4 120 03:04 13:54 16:58 7,306,799 6.32 21.07
5 200 06:29 15:14 21:44 10,249,218 9.20 18.40
6 80 04:05 11:16 15:21 4,992,602 5.21 26.04
7 160 05:23 12:24 17:47 8,083,810 8.96 22.40

Table 8. Comparison of efficiency between field survey and BPLS survey.

Survey
Method Personnel Plot No.

Area
(m2)

Time Consumption (min.s)
(m2/min)Survey Processing Total

Field
survey 3

1

400

20:42 5:36 26:18 5.1
2 22:42 3:48 26:36 5.0
3 22:18 6:00 28:24 4.7
4 12:54 4:00 16:54 7.9

BPLS 1

1 04:42 11:00 15:42 25.5
2 06:30 11:24 17:54 22.3
3 04:54 13:30 18:24 22.1
4 04:36 15:18 19:54 20.2

Comparing the time by pattern (Table 7), the time spent on the field work for the
measurement method using BPLS equipment was between 03:04–06:29 min, and the longer
the distances traveled, the more time the investigation took. Furthermore, the longer the
distances traveled, the more points were acquired, and the positive correlation between
the survey time and the capacity of the data revealed that pattern 5 acquired the largest
quantity of data. The comparison of distances traveled per hour revealed that pattern 5 was
the fastest, indicating 9.2 m/min, followed by pattern 7 with 8.96 m/min. A comparison
of areas per hour indicated that pattern 1 was the widest at 27.51 m2/min, followed by
pattern 6 at 26.04 m2/min. However, compared with both the distances traveled per hour
and the area per hour pattern 7 is deemed the most efficient method because it requires
little time despite its long distances traveled.

In regards to field work, Table 8 reveals an average of 15 min difference between the
field survey method and the forest resource survey using BPLS (Table 8). Based on the
calculation of the time taken to process 1 ha of data using BPLS and on-site surveys, BPLS
takes between 115–162.5 min, while a field survey method takes between 322.5–567.5 min.
The field survey method took approximately 3.8 times longer, indicating the efficiency of
the BPLS method. The average time elapsed to attain results may vary depending on the
site’s environmental conditions. Consistent with the results of this study, in a previous
study, the scan time using TLS was 130–200 min/ha [10,28,33]. It should, however, be
noted that the results presented in this research are limited to those acquired with Green
Valley International’s BPLS device Libackpack D50. The accuracy or efficiency may vary
depending on other LiDAR equipment and computer specifications.

Plot 4, which had fewer stands, took more time overall for the BPLS method than the
field survey method, which immediately acquired variables such as height and DBH at the
site, indicating a significant decrease in the number of outdoor hours compared to those
for the other sites. BPLS is less affected by this number, while it is heavily influenced by
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stand conditions. As a result, the field survey method took up more time than the office
work, and the opposite trend was observed for the BPLS method.

By utilizing the BPLS method, data are quickly acquired from the surrounding envi-
ronment through continuous scans, with the operator moving. The collected points can be
examined in the field through smartphones and tablet screens, which has the advantage of
being able to check the stability of the data and whether additional data collection is needed.
However, pre-processing is required to extract variables by separating the data collected
from the device into objects. Pre-processing work to extract variables is done in the order
of survey site compartment, aberration, terrain separation, attribute assignment, and object
extraction, and variables in the stand are then measured during the work. Comparing the
component-to-task time of pre-processing work using BPLS revealed that more acquired
points entailed longer processing times. Particularly, attribute assignment, which gives
attribute values to the point cloud, accounted for the largest portion of the total office work
time at approximately 68% or more (Figure 5).
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This is thought to have a significant effect on the task time due to the inhibitions in
attribute assignment tasks (understory vegetation, obstacles, etc.) compared to the density
and stand patterns.

A comparison of the total survey time of one minute per surveyor showed that
(Table 8) the BPLS average is 22.5 m2/min and the field survey average is 5.6 m2/min,
allowing approximately four times the area to be investigated in the same time given.
Chen et al. [4] compared the field survey method with ZEB-REVO-RT, a handheld PLS
equipment, and the field survey method was found to be more efficient than the field
survey method, although for the PLS 30 m2/min was obtained and for the field survey
0.91 m2/min was obtained.

As a result, BPLS, which can be used by one person, was found to be more efficient
compared to the same area and time compared to the field survey method conducted by a
group of three members. In addition, a field survey can be obtained immediately, mainly by
identifying variables such as DBH and height at the site, but it needs to be data-driven. On
the other hand, data collected by LS devices, such as BPLS, cannot be acquired immediately
on site, and additional processing is required as a task to obtain variables. However, for
field investigation methods, only variables investigated in the field can be acquired, but
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BPLS can acquire additional variables for user-defined purposes and by-work as needed.
Furthermore, it is judged that the method using BPLS is very useful in terms of the time it
takes to collect the data. Therefore, BPLS is thought to have great potential in performing
forest resource surveys in a cost-effective way.

4. Conclusions

This study was conducted to compare forest resource survey methods to measure
major variables such as DBH and height at the plot level using a BPLS. The existing forest
survey method for measuring DBH using a diameter tape and a caliper is cost-efficient, fast,
and accurate. However, it is not possible to estimate additional information, such as stem
diameter per height, because the measurements are limited to the height accessible by the
user. However, these problems can be solved by utilizing the LS equipment. Much attention
has been paid to LS equipment as a technology for obtaining precise properties of forest
trees in forest resource surveys, and it is gradually evolving from manual measurements to
automatic measurements. This not only yields variables that existing field survey methods
cannot measure (e.g., crown width, crown area, stem slopes, branch angles, etc.) but
also has the advantage of estimating variables in forests in a non-destructive manner and
identifying time-dependent changes in forests.

Therefore, it is believed that a variety of variables in the area can be acquired in less
time than the existing forest measurement method. In pattern-by-pattern comparisons,
pattern 7 was judged to be the most efficient because of the large area to be investigated
over time, despite the distance traveled compared to other patterns. In this study, pattern 7
was judged to be the most efficient method for forest resource surveys using a BPLS by
comparing accuracy and time-efficiency.

On-site surveys were recorded on paper at the site and manually recorded in the
database. Therefore, the possibility of input errors cannot be ruled out, along with other
measurement errors from DBH, height, and miscellaneous error tilting of wood during
this process. However, the measurement of variables by LS has the advantage that all
algorithms are applied to the same data, thereby reducing measurement and input errors.

Consequently, forest surveys using BPLS are exceptionally useful for reducing the
time required to collect data. This will support forest management plans by providing
accurate and timely information on forest resource surveys. Particularly, it is believed to
have greater potential in a more efficient way regarding cost and manpower reduction
than existing forest surveys. These findings could contribute to developing a manual that
is used for investigation using BPLS devices in the future.
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